To Walter Clemence and the PSC:

In light of overwhelming information concerning Smart Meters and the health problems they have the capability of inflicting on humans as well as animals and birds. There are many cities, and towns across the nation stopping the installation of the Smart Meters until more information on there safety is available. One of the main concern is damage at the cellular level.

‘Smart’ meter radiation is a Class 2B carcinogen according to the World Health Organization (pdf), at least 100x the exposure from a cell phone, say UC Nuclear experts. Like living within 500 feet of a major cell tower, according to Sage Associates. Thousands report adverse health effects, yet installations continue as if nothing is wrong.

Smart Meters ARE NOT UL CERTIFIED!! “Smart” meters are responsible for numerous structure fires and explosions, including one that burned Santa Rosa Mall (California) in April.

These are just two concerns, if you want, I would meet with you to present you with many reports, including some from recognized scientist in the area concerning Radio Signal Radiation (RFR).

Below are two quote from reports I have found, Even if one of these concerns are true, IT IS ONE TO MUCH.

"Focusing on HEALTH PROBLEMS:
On November 18, just last week, a dozen of the highest quality scientists with ultimate integrity from around the world met in conference at the Commonwealth Club in San Francisco.
These scientists are the top-of-the-line worldwide regarding testing effects of Radio Signal Radiation (the type from CMP smart meters) and further evaluating other studies of Wireless radiation.
Their tests vary in type, but they each found DAMAGE TO CELLS. These CELL DAMAGE findings deny ALL claims of safety by CMP.
How long it takes to show various symptoms and how serious and widespread the illness will be is not yet known. Some suggested the possibility that death, cancer and disease could well exceed that from cigarette smoking, because of greater population exposure due to forced installation of WIRELESS smart meter type devices on homes.
Strong correlations have already been seen between wireless exposure and cancer. The greatest risks are to children, since their skulls absorb more of the radiation.
Damage to cells occur not only from substantial exposures to common wireless devices, but also from extremely low levels of exposure for short periods of time."

"It's all about the information carrying radio waves that make the smart meters dangerous. These meters will communicate with "smart appliances" meaning they will send signals throughout your home. Magdahavas.com has quite a few documents showing studies on how these signals do affect the heart and central nervous system. Especially affects Pregnant Women and infants. DO YOU WANT TO TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIS!! Also, world-renowned Epidemiologist Dr. George Carlo provided a high impact presentation that exposed the dangers of living in the wireless age in a way that everyone could understand. As the chief scientist of the world's largest research effort into wireless safety, the Safe Wireless Initiative
(SWI), he discussed the effects of electromagnetic radiation, specifically Information Carrying Radio Waves (IRCWs) and how they negatively affect the body's ability to function and repair damage affecting our cells. Search of "Dangers of wireless cell phones wifi" will provide results for this presentation.

HERE IS THE LIE! In the beginning of their implantation of installing the smart meters, I sent a letter of concern to Gulf Power. A Gulf Power Representative call me and told me the smart meter will only transmit once a month, less than a year later I heard a Gulf Power representative on the radio saying it will only transmit 6 times a day. It is proven that other people were told this STORY, but the the power company increased the frequency incrementally over time, to the point of reading the meter up to 4 times an hour to even reading it continuously.

Another LIE! They did receive (TAXPAYERS) grant money to implement installation of the smart meters.

Based on this information, I do not want a meter at my residence or anywhere near my residence, that has the remotest possibility of EFFECTING ME AND MY FAMILY's HEALTH AND SAFETY, that could have legal ramifications in the future.

Sincerely,
Mark and Chris, Elfer